Features & Benefits
Full Integration

Early warning system

Electronic transfer of all works orders to and from your
clients. Reduces manual entries, errors and
unnecessary data duplication and saves time and
money.

Operators are assisted at every stage of planning,
indicating a failure to plan correctly, when to serve
notice and handles all time line issues, reducing the
possibility of noticing and overstay charges. Ensures
the user plans correctly, preventing contractual
disputes or liquid damages.

Organised Plans
Fully audited works orders. No more lost works orders
on bits of paper or sheets that could be easily misplaced.
Save time looking for jobs. Now the data is centralised.

Complies with legislation
The system conforms to the Traffic Management Act,
by using “Appendix E” and “EToN 4” file format.
Issuing electronic notices to clients and ensuring full
coordination of works.

Overview
Identify shortfall in planned resources at a glance. Large
number of projects (works orders) can be planned and
viewed instantaneously, giving the user a better
understanding of the resources available.

Automated Noticing:
By using the One Click mobile solution, a real time
automated process provides recorded evidence of the
actual start and end of all works via photographic
evidence.

Drag and Drop
Simple easy to use planning tool with Drag and Drop
features. Has the ability to move other works orders
automatically when planning emergency works.
Helps reduce the time to plan effectively increasing
productivity.
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The photographic evidence can prevent or reduce
litigation worries.

Customisation:

Showing Parity:

Modular designed software to ensure flexibility in
providing custom driven solutions.

A system that is separated from your clients and
works independently, show others the true parity of
the solution.

UTILITIES & CONTRACTORS:
1.

Reduces Litigation:

LOCAL AUTHORITIES:

Avoids Notification and overrun / overstay
charges.
Avoids lengthy and costly legal battles
Increases company efficiency and performance
to deliver
Improves communications cementing trust
between client and contractor.
Develops a working relationship that will last.
Gives a competitive edge providing a quality
statement for tender.
Retains control on all aspects of operations
Continuous monitoring of work performance

A flexible and cost effective solution that meets with all clients
expectations
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Protects against name & shame;
Meets KPI targets and Comprehensive Performance
Assessment (CPA).
Increases efficiency and performance among staff
members
Helps to provide cost effective, satisfactory delivery of
service
Co-ordinates street-works activities among DLO,
contractors and utility effectively.
Increases public perception
Co-ordinated departmental awareness means less
embarrassment.
Assists in cementing trust between departments
Retains credibility.

The difference between us and them (SYMOLOGY, EXOR, SBS, MAYRISE):
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We have a solution today we don’t need to promise you anything.
It’s so easy to use, virtually no training is required.
It copes with day to day changes, corresponding to the way you work.
It plans outside your live data, and has the flexibility to cope with change
It copes with reactive, emergency and urgent works (semi automated notices)
It can cope with litigation issues.
It will pay for itself in months.
You can actually profit from our solution.

